Simulation of models that specify behaviour of software in robots, embedded systems, and safety critical systems is crucial to ensure correctness. This is particularly important in conjunction with modeldriven development, which is highly prevalent due to its numerous benefits. We use vectors of finite-state machines (FSMs) as our modelling tool. Our FSMs can have their transitions labeled by expressions of a common sense logic, and they are more expressive than other modelling approaches (such as Behavior Trees, Petri nets, or plain FSMs). We interpret the models using the same round-robin scheduler which is integrated into the simulator. Execution on a platform is exactly the same as in the simulator (where sensors and actuators are masqueraded by proxies) and coincides with the generator of the Kripke structure for formal modelchecking. In three ubiquitous case studies we show that our simulation discovers issues where those models were incomplete, ambiguous, or incorrect. This further illustrates that simulation and monitoring need to complement formal verification.
Introduction
While software development for autonomous robots commonly starts with a modelling phase, enough confidence in the correctness of behaviour can only be obtained through simulation in conjunction with formal model-checking.
Model-driven engineering minimises the programming phase as correct, and validated models can directly run on different platforms. Model-driven development (MDD) has been shown to be fast, as it provides higher level of abstraction than traditional programming languages. Models are automatically transformed into efficient, working software. In fact, models can more succinctly represent functionality. MDD is more cost-effective, due to a shorter time to deployment, but changes to models and traceability of functionality are more direct and transparent. This also leads to increased quality. MDD is less error-prone if we can perform testing, validation, and simulation of models. Therefore, MDD leads to meaningful validation, as it is the high-level model that is validated, because automatic translation to lower levels has perfectly defined semantics. Compare this Visual Trace Simulation of Concurrent Finite-State Machines with the translation process that human developers perform (where use-cases are translated into implementation by programmers). For robotics, MDD offers far more benefits. We certainly want to be sure the software is correct before we deploy expensive hardware in some environment and risk the physical integrity of the autonomous robot or others in the environment. We need software that is less sensitive to changes in requirements, and model-driven development provides this. We want to enable domain experts (environment experts) to participate more closely in defining the behaviour of autonomous robots. MDD empowers such domain experts as behavioral requirements can be captured in the models (in some cases, the models provide up-to-date documentation). Moreover, MDD provides platform independence and focus on behaviour issues instead of technological details. But then, simulation, validation, and formal verification of the model become far more important than with traditional development (e.g., in a waterfall cycle, the next stage may correct the previous representation of requirements of functionality as it is tested in the implementation).
Modelling the behaviour of a system using state machines has a long history in software development [11] . State machines are central to modelling objectoriented systems since OML [18] , they are also used in system engineering languages such as OMG SysML T M [17] . Executable models appeared in executable UML [15] . We have advocated models that specify behaviour through several finite-state machines (FSMs), whose transitions are labeled by predicates of a common-sense logic [4] . We have shown that these models are more succinct that plain FSMs, Petri nets and Behavior Trees [4] . They are easy to comprehend, as the components of FSMs are used in many systems for formal validation or descriptions of automatic devices and protocols. The reactive nature of finite-state machines can be compensated by a reasoning component and domain-knowledge in logic, when we label transitions by a query to an inference engine. Formal verification of behaviour models (model-checking) has traditionally been complicated when several components concurrently operate to define the behaviour of a system. The vector of finite-state machines that constitute such a system can be scheduled deterministically reducing the execution path search space [9] . With more succinct Kripke structures far more model-checking of classic software engineering case studies has been achieved.
Despite this, formal-model checking is costly, and it may not be clear which properties need to be verified. This is where simulation and validation come into play. Simulation allows to identify behaviour that was not considered at the time of requirement elicitation. Trough our simulation, we can discover scenarios where a behaviour specification was incomplete. In this paper we discuss our solution to construct a simulator (and monitor) of a vector of finite-state machines that control autonomous robots (or embedded systems). State machines are core elements in embedded systems and in popular commercial tools widely used in the industry, including QP T M [19] StateWORKS [24] . While our simulator has characteristics similar of the integration of MathWorks R StateFlow with Symlink we avoid the complex translations that this requires for model-checking [1] .
